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This paper uses the 2004 wave of the Workplace Employment Relations Survey to test whether work hours
and wage inequality are positively correlated because of financial incentives associated with inequality.
Workers may work longer hours in order to increase their expected income through performance pay or
promotion, resulting in a positive correlation between inequality and work hours. Contrary to other work,
it is found that the relationship between wage inequality and the occupation and firm level and work
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hours cannot be attributed to the effect of financial incentives. Demand constraints faced by workers
explains the positive correlation between occupation inequality and work hours attributed to financial
incentives by others.

© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
age inequality

. Introduction

One of the most studied issues in labor economics is labor
upply. Much of the empirical research in this field focuses on
stimating wage elasticities.1 Some recent empirical labor supply
esearch, however, has broadened its focus to include the effect
f financial incentives beyond the wage. Paralleling research on
ffort and consumption, this new breed of labor supply research
as included topics as diverse as conspicuous consumption, tour-
ament behavior modeled after Lazear and Rosen (1981), financial

ncentives more broadly, and the probability of getting promoted.2

Though the datasets and empirical strategies used in these stud-
es vary greatly, they all generate the same basic result. Conditional
n the wage earned, there is a positive correlation between income
nequality and various measures of labor supply. This result holds

hether inequality is defined at the country (Bowles and Park,
005), occupation (Bell and Freeman, 2001; Kuhn and Lozano,
008), or within demographic groups (Park, 2005). It also holds

hether the dependent variable is work hours (Bell and Freeman,

001; Bowles and Park, 2005), the probability of a spouse being
n the labor market (Park, 2005), or the share of workers working

∗ Tel.: +1 617 267 6960.
E-mail address: michael.carr@umb.edu

1 See Blundell and MaCurdy (1999) for an overview of the empirical labor supply
iterature. See Killingsworth (1983) for an overview of the theoretical base of labor
upply.

2 For consumption see Bowles and Park (2005) and Park (2005); for tournament
ehavior see Bell and Freeman (2001); for general financial incentives see Kuhn and
ozano (2008); and for promotions see Anger (2005, 2008).

053-5357/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.socec.2010.10.007
long hours (Kuhn and Lozano, 2008). All of these papers, however,
suffer from a similar set of limitations. First, they lack the ability to
control for group specific characteristics that may drive both wage
setting and work hours.3 And, they use inequality as a proxy for a
particular type of incentive, without the ability to e.g. include the
presence of certain specific financial incentives that may be tied to
work hours and inequality.

This paper tests the hypothesis that the positive correlation
between work hours and wage inequality is due to the incentive
that inequality generates to work longer hours, regardless of the
underlying explanation. Specifically, an augmented labor supply
regression is estimated, where total weekly work hours including
overtime is the dependent variable. In addition to explanatory vari-
ables typically included in labor supply regressions, two inequality
measures are added: firm inequality and occupation inequality.
Data come from the 2004 Workplace Employment Relations Survey
(WERS), collected in the United Kingdom. The WERS has several
additional desirable features compared to standard labor market
data. Most importantly, it has multiple observations within each
firm, allowing the calculation of within firm inequality, it is possi-
ble to identify roughly whether a worker is eligible for performance
and/or merit pay, and it is possible to identify which workers have
some flexibility in their weekly work hours. The use of these vari-

ables marks the critical distinction between this paper and the ones
that come before it.

3 Bowles and Park (2005) are able to use country fixed effects. However, cannot
control for important country characteristics that may vary over time.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socec.2010.10.007
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10535357
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/soceco
mailto:michael.carr@umb.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socec.2010.10.007
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Little support is found for the hypothesis that work hours and
nequality are positively correlated because of financial incentives.
ccupation inequality is the only measure that is positively corre-

ated with work hours. The coefficient on firm inequality is quite
requently negative. Further, the coefficient on occupation inequal-
ty does not follow the expected pattern. The estimated coefficient
n occupation inequality is the same for (i) workers in upper
anagement and administrative positions versus other workers,

ii) for workers who are eligible for performance and/or merit
ay, and (ii) for workers who work in large firms versus smallish
rms. The conclusion is that occupation and firm level inequality is
etter understood as a structural variable describing contract set-
ing practices rather than a financial incentive. This interpretation
s supported by findings in the internal labor markets literature
egarding how pay structures are determined (Baker et al., 1994a,b;
evine, 1993).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing
heoretical and empirical literature on tournament theory. Section
discusses the empirical methodology as well as the dataset, the
orkplace Employment Relations Survey. Section 4 reports the

esults as well as some robustness checks. Section 5 discusses the
esults and concludes.

. Literature

The literature linking wage inequality to work hours because
f the financial incentive wage inequality generates is small.4 At
his point, it consists largely of four papers: Kuhn and Lozano
2008), Bell and Freeman (2001), Bowles and Park (2005) and
ark (2005). These papers are quite different in many respects –
rom the data used, to the level of aggregation, to the specifica-
ion of the dependent variable, and the estimation technique –
hough they all find a positive correlation between some mea-
ure of inequality and some measure of labor supply. The two that
re most applicable to this study are Bell and Freeman (2001) and
uhn and Lozano (2008), though the other two are worth mention-

ng.
Both Bowles and Park (2005) and Park (2005) argue that inequal-

ty and labor supply are positively correlated because of the
ncentive that inequality generates to consume more, which they
efer to as Veblen effects (Veblen, 1899).5Bowles and Park (2005),
sing a cross-country panel of OECD countries, finds that the gini
oefficient and yearly work hours are positively correlated. Park
2005), using Current Population Data on the U.S. from the 1970s,
nds that inequality within demographic groups is positively cor-
elated with the probability of a man’s spouse entering the labor
arket.
Bell and Freeman (2001) use data from the German Socio-

conomic Panel and the National Longitudinal Study of Youth (from
he U.S.) to study the correlation between occupation level inequal-
ty and work hours. Using both occupation and individual level data,
hey find a positive correlation between the standard deviation of
og wages within an occupation and work hours. Unlike Bowles
nd Park (2005), Bell and Freeman (2001) argue that the observed

ositive correlation is driven by the increased incentive to gain a
romotion that inequality generates. Appealing to Lazear and Rosen
1981), it is argued that an increase in wage inequality increases the

4 There are a few studies that argue for a causal link between wage inequality and
abor supply, but they are not driven by the relationship between inequality and
ecuniary incentives (Devereux, 2004; Juhn and Murphy, 1997; Pencavel, 2007;
anders et al., 1996).
5 See Frank (1985) for a modern presentation of consumption externalities. It is

nteresting to note that, although Frank (1985) is the most frequently cited model
f consumption externalities, it does not predict a positive correlation between
nequality and consumption.
onomics 40 (2011) 417–427

marginal return to promotion, which then increases work hours, in
a manner consistent with tournament theory.6

Kuhn and Lozano (2008) use a panel of occupations based on
the Current Population survey and the U.S. census. They find that
the share of salaried male workers who work greater than 45 h
per week is positively correlated with the standard deviation of
wages within an occupation. Based on a series of robustness checks,
they conclude that the financial incentive inequality generates is
the most likely explanation of this correlation. They discuss tour-
nament behavior as one possible incentive, but note that other
incentives could be correlated with occupation inequality as well.
In particular, performance, merit, and other forms of bonus pay.

However, they find that the difference between expected earn-
ings at 40 h per week and expected earnings at 65 h per week, called
the long-hours premium, is slightly negatively correlated with the
incidence of working long hours. Presumably, the latter measure
is a more direct representation of the expected return to working
long hours. And, though not mentioned in the paper, the incon-
sistency between the coefficient on occupation inequality and the
long-hours premium should cast doubt on the interpretation of the
coefficient on occupation inequality.

For both Bell and Freeman (2001) and Kuhn and Lozano (2008),
the critical linkage between wage inequality and work hours is the
fact that, somehow, working longer work hours results in increased
pay. This can happen largely for one of the three reasons, two of
which hinge on the argument that work hours serve as a signal
of effort or dedication to the firm. Hourly workers obviously earn
more money if they work longer hours, though both exclude hourly
workers. A number of studies, including Bell and Freeman (2001),
have found a positive correlation between work hours and pro-
motion (Anger, 2008, 2005; Booth et al., 2003; Francesconi, 2001).
Anger (2008) explicitly argues that this due to the signaling value of
work hours, especially overtime hours. And presumably, if working
longer hours increases the likelihood of promotion, it also increases
the likelihood of earning performance and/or merit pay, condi-
tional upon being eligible. Thus, having the capacity to influence
one’s work hours, and being eligible for performance pay, should
both play a critical role in shaping a worker’s sensitivity to wage
inequality if it captures the financial incentives a worker faces.
But, as mentioned, none of the these studies have the ability to
explicitly introduce these potentially important attributes of the
workplace structure and pay. Especially given the likelihood that
these institutions are over-represented in particular occupations.

3. Methodology and data

3.1. Methodology

The above discussion highlights three important limitations to
the studies linking inequality to work hours because of financial
incentives. A key issue in identifying behavior consistent with the
idea that inequality generates a financial incentive to work long
hours is specifying the correct group within which inequality is
measured. Kuhn and Lozano (2008) and Bell and Freeman (2001)

use occupations. This may be too narrow a group because many
promotions come with a change in occupation (Prendergast, 1999),
thus failing to accurately capture the within-firm promotion ladder

6 Although the empirical tournament literature is quite large, to the author’s
knowledge Bell and Freeman (2001) is the only paper which applies this argument
to work hours. For empirical studies of tournaments using more traditional data
on effort and performance see Lambert et al. (1991), Main et al. (1993), Eriksson
(1999), Conyon et al. (2001), and Bognanno (2001) for studies of firm behavior, and
Ehrenberg and Bognanno (1990a,b), Becker and Huselid (1992), Knoeber (1989),
Knoeber and Thurman (1994), and Audus et al. (2004) for studies of worker behavior.
Harbring and Irlenbusch (2003) reviews the experimental tournament literature.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics.

Mean Std. dev. Min Max N

Hours 40.30 7.78 21.00 90.00 11,701
Wage 11.05 4.94 4.00 43.00 11,701
Firm wage ineq. a 0.30 0.11 0.06 0.87 11,701
Occ wage ienq. b 0.24 0.05 0.13 0.40 11,701
Firm size 491.16 933.55 11.00 9873.00
Firm N c 14.48 3.28 10.00 24.00 808
Occ. N d 167.16 154.92 25.00 690.00 70

Notes: based on author’s calculations using 2004 wave of the WERS. Sample is limited
to workers who work between 20 and 90 h per week, including overtime.

a Represented by the standard deviation of wages within the firm.
b Represented by the standard deviation of wages within three digit SOC occupa-

tions.
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Table 2
Pairwise correlations between key variables.

Log hours Log wage Firm wage ineq. Occ. wage ineq.

Log hours 1.00
Log wage 0.11 *** 1.00
Firm wage ineq. a −0.04 *** 0.11 *** 1.00
Occ wage ineq. b 0.18 *** 0.36 *** 0.10 *** 1.00

Notes: based on author’s calculations using 2004 wage of the WERS. Sample is limited
to individuals who worker between 20 and 90 h per week.

a Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within firms with at least
10 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals who earn
the same wage.

b Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within three-digit occupa-
tions with at least 25 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of
c Characterizes number of observations used to calculate firm inequality.
d Characterizes number of observations used to calculate occupation inequality.

Chan, 1996; De Varo, 2006; Malcomson, 1984). Further, and what
ill be addressed here, there are likely unobserved variables that

re correlated with both occupation work hours and wage inequal-
ty that cannot be controlled for using three digit occupation level
ata alone. Direct comparison of specification with Bowles and Park
2005) and Park (2005) is difficult because, as mentioned, the for-

er’s dataset is very different and the latter’s specification very
ifferent.

An adequate representation of the pay structure a given worker
aces should include both within-firm promotion possibilities, and
cross firm promotion possibilities. Ideally, these would be mea-
ured separately: one representing the firm wage structure, and
he other measuring the wage structure within occupational cate-
ories across firms. To accomplish this, two measures of financial
ncentives will be used: firm level inequality and occupation level
nequality. Both will be represented by the standard deviation of

ages within the respective groups. Occupation inequality will be
alculated at the three digit SOC level. This construction is chosen
or two reasons. First, it is comparable to the measures of inequality
sed in other studies. Second, it is the only measure of inequal-

ty found to be positively correlated with inequality in Bell and
reeman (2001) and Kuhn and Lozano (2008).

Because, in some cases, work hours are taken as a signal of effort,
he labor supply regressions should also include variables associ-
ted with effort.7 However, for the sake of comparability, variables
hought to pertain only to effort will be omitted from the regres-
ions. Instead, some key determinants of effort will be used as
obustness checks. Thus, the regressions will include only standard
abor supply variables (Blundell and MaCurdy, 1999).

.2. Data and descriptive statistics

The data come from the worker and occupation files of the
004 wave of the Workplace Employment Relations Survey (WERS)
ponsored and collected in the United Kingdom by the Department
f Trade and Industry, ACAS, the Economic and Social Research
ouncil, and the Policy Studies Institute. The WERS survey is a
ationally representative stratified random sample of United King-

om workplaces with at least 10 employees, and samples no more
han 25 employees from a given firm. There are approximately 2300
orkplaces and 22,500 employees in the 2004 WERS.

7 The key determinants of effort are job satisfaction (Carr and Mellizo, 2009;
ooper-Hakim and Viswesvaran, 2005; Harrison et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2002;
iketta, 2002), the wage level because of either reciprocity (Akerlof, 1982; Fehr and
chmidt, 1999), fairness concerns (Akerlof and Yellen, 1990) or the cost of job loss
Bowles, 1985; Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984), and job security (Bowles, 1985).
individuals who earn the same wage.
* p < 0.10.
** p < 0.05.

*** p < 0.01.

Table 1 contains the descriptive statistics. The final subsample
of the data contains 11,701 observations. There are four primary
sources of excluded observations. The first is missing observa-
tions. The second source comes from discarding wages that seem
implausible. All wages that are less than 75% of the United King-
dom minimum wage, or in the top 1% of the wage distribution
are excluded. One limitation of the WERS is that it only has cat-
egorical versions of weekly income and hourly wages. Further, the
hourly wage variable only has four categories, with 75% of individ-
uals falling into one wage category. The weekly income variable
is disaggregated enough to be useful, but partly because there is
no way to distinguish between salaried and hourly workers, using
weekly income will generate a large positive bias on the coefficient
on the wage. And, will absorb much of the effect of variation in work
hours across individuals.

Instead, a wage is calculated in the standard way, by dividing
weekly income by usual weekly work hours. If weekly income was
used, then it would be unnecessary to discard implausible incomes.
However, the implied implausible wage would still be included,
because wages that are too high are generated by a combination of
high weekly wages and low work hours. The same goes for exceed-
ingly low wages.

It is well known that this procedure can generate a negative
bias on the coefficient on the wage, and this bias is likely further
exaggerated using a categorical weekly income variable. However,
this bias is likely much smaller than the bias resulting from using
weekly income. Though, admittedly, it is difficult to tell whether
using the hourly wage distribution is the correct measure. This is
especially true for hourly workers or workers who are eligible for
performance based pay, both of which may have the opportunity
to increase their weekly income without getting a promotion. For
them, arguably weekly income is a better reflection of the financial
incentives they face. For the sake of comparability, hourly wages
are used.

Third, all workers who work less than 20 h a week are excluded.
This is for two reasons. First, part-time workers who work a very
small number of hours likely have a different level of labor force
attachment than part-time worker who work more than 20 h per
week and full-time workers. Second, a quantile regression of log
work hours on the log wage, firm wage inequality, and occupation
wage inequality revealed that the correlation between the distribu-
tional measures are work hours is very different for workers who

work less than 20 h than for workers who work more than 20 h.
However, the estimated coefficients are quite stable for workers
who greater than 20 h.8

8 Results of this exercise are available in a data appendix available from the author
by request.
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Table 3
Regression results for work hours.

Base Inequality Higher administrative Lower administrative Non-administrative

Log wage 0.0031 −0.0135 −0.0828 ** 0.0219 −0.0475 *

(0.0193) (0.0179) (0.0398) (0.0144) (0.0251)
Occ. wage ineq. a 0.5013 *** 0.2955 0.3858 *** 0.3120 **

(0.1263) (0.2152) (0.1352) (0.1275)
Firm wage ineq. b −0.0417 0.0508 −0.0450 * −0.1231

(0.0509) (0.0369) (0.0241) (0.0899)
Constant 3.7415 *** 3.6659 *** 3.8547 *** 3.6016 *** 3.8096 ***

(0.0418) (0.0537) (0.1186) (0.0451) (0.0646)
N 11,701 11,701 3381 4603 3717
Adj. R2 0.155 0.167 0.078 0.141 0.237

Notes: data come from the 2004 wave of the WERS. Dependent variable is usual weekly work hours, including overtime. Sample is limited to individuals who worker between
20 and 90 h per week. Other control variables include age, education, marital status, and gender. Standard errors are in brackets, and are cluster on the firm and three digit
occupation. Occupational classification based on author’s grouping of one digit SOC occupations.

a Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within three-digit occupations with at least 25 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals
who earn the same wage.

b Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within firms with at least 10 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals who earn the
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suggests that there are likely firm and occupational characteris-
tics that shape both wages and work hours within those respective
groups.
ame wage.
* p < 0.10.

** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.

Finally, the analysis requires calculating distributional measures
ithin both three digit occupations and firms, respectively. In order

o make the calculations as reliable as possible, all small occupa-
ions and firms are dropped. The final dataset contains firms with
t least 10 observations, and occupations with at least 25 observa-
ions. As can be seen in the bottom two rows of Table 1, this leaves
08 of a possible 2300 firms, and 70 of a possible 81 occupations.
irm statistics are calculated on an average of 14.48 observations,
nd occupation statistics are calculated on an average of 167.16
bservations. Fortunately, response rates to the survey differed
nough across firms that limiting the sample in this manner does
ot entirely eliminate all small firms, though it does raise average
rm size somewhat.

There are a couple of other important pieces of information con-
ained in Table 1. First, both the hours and the wage distributions
re skewed right. Because of this, and for the sake of comparabil-
ty, the log of hours and wages will be used in the regressions and
o calculate all distributional variables. Second, there is consider-
bly more variation in firm wage inequality than occupation wage
nequality. This is not surprising given the relatively small number
f observations within each firm.

Table 2 reports pairwise correlations between the key variables.
otice that there is a statistically significant positive correlation
etween occupation wage inequality and work hours, which is
onsistent with existing research. However, there is a negative cor-
elation between firm inequality and work hours. Assuming that
rm level financial incentives are more prominent than occupation

evel incentives, this immediately calls into question the tourna-
ent explanation of work hours variation. However, both firm

nequality and occupation inequality are positively correlated with
he wage. Thus, these correlations may not hold up in a regression
nalysis.

. Results

.1. Main results

Table 3 reports the results of the main regressions. The depen-
ent variable in all regressions is the log of usual weekly work
ours, including overtime and any other routine additional work
ours. Occupation and firm inequality are both represented by

he standard deviation of wages within each respective group. In
ddition to the reported coefficients, all regressions also include
ontrols for age, education, marital status, and gender. Because
here are repeated observations on both firms and occupations, the
standard errors should be clustered (Moulton, 1990). But, because
firms and occupations do not completely overlap, the standard
errors should be clustered on both firms and occupations, simul-
taneously. Cameron et al. (2006) develop a routine for multi-way
clustering.9

Column 1 is a basic labor supply regression. The estimated elas-
ticity is very small, slightly positive, and statistically insignificant.
This is not an uncommon finding for a sample consisting of largely
full-time workers (Blundell and MaCurdy, 1999). The second col-
umn adds occupation and firm level inequality. The results are quite
striking.

The variables of interest are the two inequality measures. The
estimated coefficient on occupation wage inequality is statistically
significant and positive. The coefficient implies that a one standard
deviation (0.05) increase in occupation wage inequality is associ-
ated with a 0.025 increase in work hours. This effect may seem
small. It is difficult to compare the magnitude of the coefficient
on inequality with that on the wage, but a one standard devia-
tion increase in the wage is associated with a 0.06 decrease in
work hours, roughly 2.5 times the absolute magnitude of the coef-
ficient on occupation inequality. Further, this coefficient is nearly
3 times larger than that found in a comparable estimation by Bell
and Freeman (2001), though they use different data. The coefficient
on firm inequality is negative, insignificant, and economically very
small. This result is surprising given the intuitive assumption that
firm incentives should be more salient than occupation incentives.

The main concern with the results in column 1 of Table 3 is
that, although the wage distribution may be a determinant of work
hours, it is also a result of work hours. This is the case for a number
of reasons. First, the implied hourly wage for salaried workers is tied
directly to work hours. Second, because work hours are related to
the probability of promotion, work hours decisions in the past are
related to current earnings. This point is not an issue for causality.
And, third, work hours may be tied to the amount of performance
or merit pay an individual earns, again affecting the implied hourly
wage, particularly in this dataset. Finally, and more importantly, the
fact that work hours and the wage distribution are so intimately tied
9 A program that can be added to a commonly statistical analysis software package
is available at http://gelbach.eller.arizona.edu/∼gelbach/ado/cgmreg.ado to imple-
ment multi-way clustering in OLS regressions.
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Table 4
Selected descriptive statistics by occupation group.

Occ. group a Higher administrative Lower administrative Non-administrative Total

Log hours 3.74 3.62 3.69 3.68
(0.18) (0.18) (0.21) (0.20)

Log wage 2.64 2.30 2.03 2.31
(0.34) (0.37) (0.36) (0.43)

Occ. wage ineq. b 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.39
(0.06) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Firm wage ineq. c 0.39 0.37 0.35 0.37
(0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.12)

Large firm d 499.80 530.56 464.24 500.61
(965.31) (1046.30) (824.60) (957.35)

Performance pay e 0.30 0.24 0.22 0.25
(0.46) (0.42) (0.41) (0.43)

Can choose hours f 0.36 0.31 0.19 0.28
(0.48) (0.46) (0.39) (0.45)
3381.00 4603.00 3717.00 11,701.00

Notes: based on author’s calculations using the 2004 WERS. Standard deviations are in brackets.
a Occupational classification based on author’s group of one digit SOC occupations. Grouping can be found in Appendix A.
b Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within three-digit occupations with at least 25 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals

who earn the same wage.
c Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within firms with at least 10 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals who earn the

same wage.
d Represents difference between largest one-third and smallest one-third of firms. Middle third is discarded. Variable = 1 for large firms.
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indications of this possibility are firm size and eligibility for perfor-
mance and/or merit pay.

First, work hours are a much better signal of work effort to a
11
e Based on manager’s report of whether a worker in a given occupational cate
erformance pay.

f Based on self-reported ability to choose daily start and/or stop times. Variable =

In terms of identification, the coefficient of particular concern
s that on occupation wage inequality. This concern is partly data
riven – it is the distributional coefficient that is statistically sig-
ificant and positive – and partly by wage setting practices. For
xample, some evidence suggests that firms attempt to keep the
ages of similar occupations within a firm in proportion to each

ther. But, across broad occupational categories (e.g. blue collar
. white collar) market forces play a much larger role (Levine,
993; Baker et al., 1994a,b). This pattern tends to generate a strong
orrelation among wages within occupations, but across firms, in
ddition to the correlation between wages within a firm. Although
ot addressed in Levine (1993), it is likely that the terms of employ-
ent contracts in general follow this pattern.
The finding in Levine (1993) suggests that a useful starting

oint for assessing the stability of the coefficient on occupation
age inequality is to divide the sample in to broad occupa-

ional categories. Columns 3–5 of Table 3 report estimates for
he same regression model in column 2, except within each
f three occupational groups.10 The three groups are, roughly,
igh level administrative and managerial occupations; low level
dministrative, managerial, and some clerical occupations; and
on-administrative, non-managerial, and unskilled occupations.
able 4 provides descriptive statistics by broad occupational group.

There are clear differences in both the level of work hours, the
evel of wages, and the degree of wage inequality across occu-
ational groups. This is evidence enough to be concerned that
he coefficient on occupation inequality is biased upwards by the
evel difference in work hours. The results in Table 3 confirm
his. The estimated coefficient on occupation wage inequality is
oughly half the size within each group than when the groups were
ooled.

Because of differences in the characteristics of both workers
nd workplaces across these groups, the magnitude of the coeffi-

ients must be interpreted with some caution. However, four other
nteresting patterns emerge. First, although the coefficient on occu-
ation wage inequality is positive for all groups, it is considerably

10 A detailed breakdown of the occupational classification scheme is available in a
ata appendix from the author.
n a given firm receives performance or merit pay. Variable = 1 for workers with

workers who can choose hours.

larger for the middle group than either the top or bottom group.
This result is important because it is somewhat inconsistent with
other research on the effects of financial incentives. This will be dis-
cussed in more detail later. Second, as evidenced by the adjusted
R2, there is considerable variation in the explanatory power of the
model across groups, with the best fit coming within lower-level
occupations. Again, this finding is somewhat inconsistent with the
effect of financial incentives. Third, the coefficient on the wage is
highly unstable. And fourth, the effect of firm inequality is positive
only for upper level management, a result that is consistent with
other literature on the effect of financial incentives.

As can be seen in Table 4, there is considerable variation across
occupations in average firm size, share of workers who are eligi-
ble for performance and/or merit pay, and the share of workers
who have some freedom to choose work hours. This suggests that
dividing workers by occupation is not the the proper division when
considering the effect of financial incentives. If wage inequality
somehow reflects the financial incentives workers face, then these
three characteristics should play an important role in shaping the
correlation between financial incentives and work hours.

4.2. Auxilliary results

A positive causal relationship running from financial incentives
– represented by wage inequality – to work hours exists if and
only if working longer hours increases the probability of receiv-
ing increased earnings. It follows that workers who have a higher
baseline probability of increasing earnings by working longer hours
should be more sensitive to the magnitude of the incentive. Two
worker’s current firm than to other firms. And, there are likely

11 This is not to say that working long hours at one’s current firm would not help to
get a job at another firm, but simply that the signal is weaker because in most cases
the only method other firms have to learn a worker’s current work habits is either
by asking the worker or asking the employer. But, obviously, the current employer
can observe work hours directly.
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Table 5
Oaxaca decompositions.

Sample All Can choose hours a

Firm size b Choose hours c Perf. pay d Firm size Perf. pay

Overall
Mean Ln. hours (=1) 3.6820 *** 3.6955 *** 3.6974 *** 3.6892 *** 3.7172 ***

(0.0111) (0.0138) (0.0120) (0.0133) (0.0144)
Mean Ln. hours (=0) 3.6660 *** 3.6704 *** 3.6709 *** 3.6965 *** 3.6865 ***

(0.0182) (0.0124) (0.0132) (0.0168) (0.0142)
Difference 0.0159 0.0251 *** 0.0265 ** −0.0073 0.0307 ***

(0.0144) (0.0084) (0.0103) (0.0111) (0.0105)
Endowments 0.0144 * 0.0036 0.0178 *** 0.0006 0.0188 ***

(0.0078) (0.0049) (0.0060) (0.0072) (0.0061)
Coefficients 0.0011 0.0159 ** 0.0125 −0.0138 0.0123

(0.0130) (0.0063) (0.0087) (0.0091) (0.0086)
Endowments

Log wage −0.0009 −0.0030 −0.0011 −0.0003 −0.0009
(0.0023) (0.0028) (0.0018) (0.0014) (0.0019)

Occ. wage ineq. e 0.0011 0.0035 * 0.0044 ** −0.0021 0.0061 **

(0.0023) (0.0018) (0.0020) (0.0030) (0.0028)
Firm wage ineq. f 0.0008 −0.0002 0.0009 0.0001 −0.0001

(0.0016) (0.0003) (0.0009) (0.0006) (0.0005)
Coefficients

Log wage 0.0061 0.0349 −0.0272 0.0197 0.0104
(0.0666) (0.0358) (0.0480) (0.0608) (0.0562)

Occ wage ineq. −0.0575 0.0596 * 0.0224 −0.0544 −0.0136
(0.0420) (0.0321) (0.0262) (0.0486) (0.0438)

Firm wage ineq. −0.0168 0.0156 0.0326 −0.0215 −0.0122
(0.0274) (0.0122) (0.0199) (0.0267) (0.0286)

N 7681 11,701 11,701 2224 3329

Notes: data come from the 2004 wave of the WERS. Dependent variable is the log of usual weekly work hours, including overtime. Other control variables include age,
education, marital status, and gender. Standard errors are in brackets, and are clustered on the firm and three-digit occupation. Sample is limited to employees who work
between 20 and 90 h per week.

a Sample consists of all workers who report the ability to choose daily start and/or stop times.
b Variable = 1 for large firms. Middle third of firms is discarded.
c Variable = 1 for workers who can choose hours.
d Variable = 1 for workers eligible for performance pay and/or merit pay.
e Standard deviation of log wages within three-digit occupations with at least 25 observations.
f Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within firms with at least 10 observations.
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* p < 0.10.
** p < 0.05.

*** p < 0.01.

ore internal promotion opportunities in large firms where the
nternal labor market is better defined.12 Thus, the work hours
hoices of workers in large firms should be more sensitive to both
imensions of inequality than those in small firms. And, the esti-
ated coefficients should be positive.
Second, the positive correlation between work hours and pro-

otion implies that there is likely a positive correlation between
eceiving performance and/or merit pay and work hours as well
Anger, 2008). As with firm size, workers who are eligible for per-
ormance pay stand to gain more by working hard than workers
ho are not. Because of this, if inequality captures financial incen-

ives, there should be a stronger correlation between inequality
nd work hours for workers who are eligible for performance
ay.

Finally, the entire argument that inequality is a determinant of
ork hours choices is premised on the assumption that workers
ave some freedom to choose their own work hours. Therefore,
y definition, workers who can choose their work hours should be
ore sensitive to inequality than workers who cannot. Further, the

atterns described above for firm size and performance pay should
old within the group of workers who can choose their own work
ours.
Table 5 reports a set of three Oaxaca decompositions for firm
ize, performance pay, and the ability to choose work hours using
he entire sample, and within the group of workers who have some

12 I am indebted to a reviewer for pointing this out.
freedom to choose their own work hours. Oaxaca decompositions
are used because, as the occupation statistics in Table 4 suggest,
there are differences in the characteristics of the workers in the
different groups. In situations like this, the differences in the char-
acteristics across the groups can bias the estimated coefficients
(Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder, 1973).13

Starting with columns 1–3 of Table 5, if wage inequality repre-
sents a financial incentive to work longer hours, the same pattern
of coefficients should be present. The mean of group one (row 1)
should be larger than the mean of group two (row 2), and the coef-
ficients on both inequality measures should be larger for group one
than for group two. Mean log hours is indeed larger for workers
in large firms, workers who have the ability to choose their own
work hours, and workers who are eligible for performance pay,
though this difference is not statistically significant for firm size.
However, as can be seen in the second pane of Table 5, for firm size
and performance pay, respectively, the majority of the difference is
explained by differences in endowments between the two groups.
For firm size, 90% of the difference is explained by endowments,
while for performance pay about 65% of the difference is explained
by endowments.

The difference in the estimated coefficients on the inequality

measures are not statistically significant for either firm size or per-
formance pay either. And, in the case of firm size, the differences
are actually negative, indicating that the correlation between work

13 An estimation strategy developed by Jann (2008) is used.
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as well.
The beginnings of an explanation for the positive correlation

between occupation inequality and work hours can be found
M.D. Carr / The Journal of So

ours and both firm and occupation inequality, respectively, is
maller for workers in large firms. In short, although the pattern
n mean work hours across the groups fits the pattern suggested by
he argument presented above, the pattern on the coefficients does
ot.14

The pattern by ability to choose hours, however, is somewhat
ifferent (column 2 of Table 5). For this grouping, approximately
0% of the difference between the two groups is explained by dif-
erences in the coefficients. Further, the estimated difference in
oefficients on occupation wage inequality by ability to choose
ours is statistically significant and positive. Consistent with the
redicted pattern.

Although the results for the decomposition by ability to choose
ork hours are consistent with the argument that work hours and
nancial incentives are positively correlated, it is the only decom-
osition that produced the predicted pattern. Further, the fact that
he correlation between work hours and all of the financial incen-
ive variables is larger should not come as a surprise. Arguably, this
ecomposition is a stronger test of whether workers who claim to
ave control over their work hours do in fact have control and exer-
ise this control. Decomposing by firm size and performance pay
ithin the group of workers who can control their work hours is
robably the best test of the financial incentives hypothesis.

Columns 4 and 5 of Table 5 report the results of these decompo-
itions. Some of the basic qualitative results hold when compared
o the earlier decompositions using the entire sample, with one big
xception. Workers who are eligible for performance pay still work
onger hours, but are slightly less sensitive to both occupation and
rm inequality. This decomposition does not follow the predicted
atterns either.

. Discussion of results

Before discussing the broader implications of the results, a brief
ummary is warranted. The purpose of this paper is to test the claim
hat there is a causal relationship running from financial incentives
ther than the wage to work hours. Two additional measures of the
nancial incentives a worker faces are used: firm wage inequality
nd occupation wage inequality. It is found that occupation wage
nequality, represented by the standard deviation of wages within a
iven occupation, is the only measure of financial incentives that is
onsistently positively correlated with work hours. But, this corre-
ation varies by subgroup. Using a Blinder–Oaxaca decomposition,
t is found that the variation in the correlation across subgroups
s driven largely by differences in the characteristics of workers
n groups divided by eligibility for performance pay and firm size,
espectively. Further, within the group of workers who can set their
wn work hours, workers who are eligible for performance pay are
lightly less sensitive to financial incentives. It is argued that this
attern is largely inconsistent with the idea that work hours are
ositively correlated with inequality because inequality represents
he financial incentives a worker faces. The results highlight impor-
ant short-comings to the claims made in existing research (Kuhn
nd Lozano, 2008; Bell and Freeman, 2001; Bowles and Park, 2005;
ark, 2005).

So what does explain the positive correlation between occupa-
ion wage inequality and work hours? Based on these results alone,
t is difficult to give a definitive answer to this question. But, the
esults do suggest possible avenues to explore.
First, one of the most important strands of research that links
he return to increased effort to pay increases is the tournament
iterature (Lazear and Rosen, 1981). If work hours are a signal of

14 Complete regression results for the decomposition are available in a data
ppendix from the author.
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effort, and wage inequality represents the return to promotion as
argued by Bell and Freeman (2001), then it is reasonable to expect
that some of the findings in the empirical tournament literature
will hold in this context as well. Although De Varo (2006) finds
behavior consistent with tournaments using a dataset covering a
wide range of workers in the U.S., most of the tournament literature
has focused on CEOs and other upper level managers (Eriksson,
1999; Main et al., 1993). The argument is that this is the context
where the promotion ladder is most well-defined, and tournaments
are most applicable.

This may or may not be the pattern found here, depending
on how the results are interpreted. When considering occupa-
tion inequality, it is found that middle level occupations are the
most sensitive, followed by lower level, and finally upper level
occupations. To the extent that workers in the upper level occu-
pations set the pay and work hours of those in the other groups,
this pattern of coefficients is much more consistent with an argu-
ment based on demand constraints and employer preferences over
work hours, described in more detail below. The coefficient on firm
inequality, however, does follow a pattern consistent with some
findings in the tournament literature.15 Though, as was seen in the
Blinder–Oaxaca decomposition, the coefficient on firm inequality
does not follow any of the other expected patterns.

Second, there is an important limitation to using a
Blinder–Oaxaca decomposition in this context. Typically, decom-
position would take place between subgroups based on fixed
characteristics of an individual (e.g. race/ethnicity, gender, or age).
In this case, however, partially voluntary sorting across workplaces
plays a role in which workers are eligible for performance or merit
pay, work in large versus small firms, or have some freedom over
choice of work hours. Because of this, the decomposition cannot
rule out the possibility that the saliency of financial incentives
plays no role in a worker’s response to the incentive. And, the
results are consistent with this claim. Workers who are eligible for
performance pay, work in larger firms, and can choose their work
hours also work in occupations with higher levels of inequality.
However, to understand what precisely the claim that the reaction
is the same within the various groups means, let us consider the
case of eligibility for performance and/or merit pay.

The argument that larger financial incentives leads to longer
work hours is premised largely on the argument that work hours
are a signal of underlying effort and/or output. As mentioned, this
claim is supported by the observation that work hours and the prob-
ability of promotion are positively correlated (Bell and Freeman,
2001; Anger, 2005, 2008). It seems reasonable, therefore, to assume
that work hours are also positively correlated with the probabil-
ity of receiving performance and/or merit pay, conditional upon
being eligible. This means that workers who are eligible for per-
formance and/or merit pay should have a much larger expected
return to providing longer work hours. The fact that this does not
show up as being more sensitive to occupation inequality, which is
higher among workers who are eligible, implies that performance
and/or merit pay does not work. This, of course, flies in the face
of essentially the entirety of received wisdom in economics.16 An
analogous line of reasoning applies to decomposition by firm size
15 It is important to note, however, that the many of the tests of tournament theory
using real world data not from sporting events has had difficulty confirming the
predictions of tournament theory.

16 There is evidence that profit-sharing pay schemes do not increase effort without
the presence of other institutions in the firm (Dube and Freeman, 2008). But, profit-
sharing and performance/merit pay function very differently.
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Table 6
Pairwise correlations between key variables.

Log wage Occ. wage ineq. Perf. pay Choose hours Large firm Union

Log wage 1.00
Occ. wage ineq. a 0.53 *** 1.00
Performance pay b 0.08 0.13 1.00
Can choose hours c 0.48 *** 0.19 0.24 ** 1.00
Large firm d 0.13 0.14 0.07 −0.23 * 1.00
Union e −0.01 −0.15 −0.57 *** −0.38 *** 0.26 ** 1.00

Notes: based on author’s calculations using 2004 wage of the WERS. Sample is limited to individuals who worker between 20 and 90 h per week.
a Represented by the standard deviation of log wages within three-digit occupations with at least 25 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals

who earn the same wage.
b Share of workers in a given occupation eligible for performance and/or merit pay.
c Share of workers in a given occupation who can choose their own work hours.
d Share of workers in a given occupation who work in a large firm.
e Share of workers in a union.
* p < 0.10.
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** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.

n Table 6. Variation in the standard deviation of wages across
ccupations can be interpreted as reflecting variation in the stan-
ardization of employment contracts across firms within each
ccupation. Table 6 shows that, at the occupation level, there
re non-negligible correlations between occupation inequality and
ariables that describe the “contract setting structure” of an occu-
ation. And, although the estimated coefficient on occupation

nequality remains positive and statistically significant, its magni-
ude is reduced by about 60% when dummies for performance pay,
bility to choose hours, firm size, and union status are included in
regression similar to that in column 2 of Table 3.17 This suggests

hat there are likely other omitted variables that, if included, would
urther reduce the coefficient.

This interpretation, that occupation inequality reflects the struc-
ure of contracting setting within an occupation rather than the

agnitude of financial incentives facing a worker is further sup-
orted by the internal job markets literature.18Baker et al. (1994b),
sing data from a single firm, find that promotion premiums
re quite small relative to the gaps in pay across different pay
evels. For the most part, only large firms will have multiple
ob levels within a single occupation. Thus, it is unlikely that

ithin occupation inequality captures the return to promotion at
ll.

Up to this point, we have basically ignored the pattern of the
oefficients on firm wage inequality. Although the coefficients are
ever statistically significant, the pattern of the signs is revealing.
or the full sample, column 2 of Table 3, the coefficient on firm
nequality is negative. When the sample is divided by occupation,
he coefficient is negative for non-administrative and lower admin-
strative workers, but positive for upper administrative workers.
he most commonly known models of fairness argue that if workers
arn a wage lower than what they deem fair, they will provide less
han maximum effort (Akerlof and Yellen, 1990; Fehr and Schmidt,
999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000). Because a typical firm’s wage
istribution is right skewed, depending on how the “fair wage” is
etermined, it is possible that the majority of workers within a
rm will earn less than what they deem fair. This would generate

n overall coefficient on firm wage inequality that is negative.

When the sample is divided by occupation, it is also implicitly
ivided by position in the firm hierarchy. Upper administrative

17 Results of this regression are reported in a data appendix available from the
uthor.
18 See Baker et al. (1994a,b), Baker and Holmstrom (1995), Gibbons and Waldman
2006, 1999), and Lazear (1992) for some more recent representative work. The
lassic example is Doeringer and Piore (1971).
workers are typically the highest paid, implying that an increase
in firm inequality will result in upper administrative workers in
a given firm earning even more relative to everyone else in the
firm. Thus, upper administrative workers respond by increasing
(or at least not decreasing) their work hours, while everyone else
responds by working less.

Although this interpretation is consistent with the results, and
the importance of firm inequality has been emphasized by a num-
ber of studies, it is important to stress that there are a lot of
intermediate steps between the results here and this interpreta-
tion. First, it would have to be the case that upper level managers
make downward comparisons when determining the fairness of
pay. Second, the fair wage would have to be determined by a firm
level mean or something based on the mean. This is the only way to
ensure that the majority of workers earn below the fair wage, but
some earn above the fair wage. And, finally, much of the experimen-
tal evidence on fairness shows that individuals respond negatively
to being either below or above the fair wage (Fehr and Schmidt,
1999). The present results do not suggest a negative reaction to
advantageous inequality, so this would have to be reconciled some-
how.

What this pattern of correlations and regression results certainly
does suggest is that it is important to take into account the nature
of employment contracts within a given occupation when making
comparisons across occupations. Evidence in support of this inter-
pretation has been found elsewhere. Altonji and Paxson (1988) and
Dickens and Lundberg (1993) both find that labor supply elasticities
are biased when no adjustment is made for employer preferences
over work hours. Stewart and Swaffield (1997) find that over one-
third of British men would prefer to work fewer hours. Golden and
Gebreselassie (2007), using data on the United States, also finds that
a nontrivial number of workers would prefer to work fewer hours.
And, more importantly, that the percentage of workers who would
be willing to trade income to work fewer hours increases with the
amount of income earned. This finding is consistent with the find-
ing in Table 6 that occupation inequality and wages are strongly
positively correlated.

Taken together, the evidence strongly suggests that the
observed association between work hours and occupation wage
inequality is not capturing the effect of financial incentives. Instead,
this relationship captures variation in the employment experi-
ences of workers across different occupations. A divergence that
is likely to grow even larger as labor markets become increasingly

deregulated, and wage inequality continues to grow. This is, in
fact, precisely the pattern that has been documented in the United
States over the last thirty years (Jacobs and Gerson, 2005), namely,
a simultaneous increase in both wage inequality and variation in
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ppendix A. Further results and occupation groups
Figs. A.1–A.3 show the results of a quantile regression of log
ork hours on the log wage, occupation wage inequality, and firm
age inequality. It shows the instability of the coefficient in the
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ig. A.1. Quantile regression: coefficient on log wage. Source: Author’s calculations
ased on 2004 WERS. Dependent variable is log hours. Sample includes individuals
ho work between 0 and 96 h per week. Coefficient calculated at quantile 1–99 of

og hours. Other controls are occupation and firm inequality.

able A.1
ccupation groupings.

Group 1 Group 2
Upper admin., manag., and professional Lower admin. and manag., skilled

111 Corp. managers and senior officials 311 Science and engin. techs.
112 Production managers 312 Draughtperson and buildin
113 Functional managers 313 IT service delivery
114 Quality and customer care mangers 321 Health associate profession
115 Financial institution and office managers 322 Therapists
116 Managers in distribution, storage and retailing 323 Social welfare associate pro
117 Protective service officers 331 Protective service occupati
118 Health and social services managers 342 Design associate profession
122 Managers and proprietors in hosp. serv. 343 Media associate profession
123 Managers and proprietors in other serv. 351 Transport associate profess
211 Science professionals 352 Legal associate professiona
212 Engineering professionals 353 Business and finance assoc
213 Information and communication tech. 354 Sales and related associate
221 Health professionals 355 Conservation associate pro
231 Teaching professionals 356 Public service and other as
232 Research professionals 411 Administrative occupation
241 Legal professionals 412 Administrative occupation
242 Business and statistical professionals 413 Administrative occupation
243 Architects, town planners, surveyors 414 Administrative occupation
244 Public service professionals 415 Administrative occupation

421 Secretarial and related occu

otes: based on author’s calculations using 2004 wage of the WERS.
nomics 40 (2011) 417–427 425

lower 20% of the work hours distribution. This corresponds to work
hours of approximately 20 h per week. Thus, these observations are
excluded from the later OLS regressions.

Table A.1 shows the occupation groupings used to divide the
sample in Table 3.

Table A.2 contains the regression results used as the basis for the
Blinder–Oaxaca decomposition in Table 5. Comparison of Table A.2
with Table 5 demonstrates that the bias generated by not taking
this into account for ability to choose hours and performance pay,
while the qualitative conclusions would be the same in the case
of firm size. This indicates that performance pay and the ability
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Fig. A.2. Quantile regression: coefficient on occupation wage inequality. Source:
Author’s calculations based on 2004 WERS. Dependent variable is log hours. Sample
includes individuals who work between 0 and 96 h per week. Coefficient calcu-
lated at quantile 1–99 of log hours. Other controls are log wage and firm inequality.
Inequality measured by standard deviation of wages within occupations.

Group 3
trades Non-admin, non manag.

521 Metal Forming, welding and related trades
g inspectors 522 Metal machining, fitting and instrument making

523 Vehicle trades
als 524 Electrical trades

531 Construction trades
fessionals 532 Building trades

ons 542 Printing trades
als 543 Food preparation trades
als 549 Skilled trades n.e.c.
ionals 611 Healthcare and related personal services
ls 612 Childcare and related personal services
iate pro. 621 Leisure and travel service occupations
professionals 623 Housekeeping occupations
fessionals 711 Sales assistants and retail cashiers
sociate professionals 712 Sales related occupations
s: govt. 721 Customer service occupations
s: finance 811 Process operatives
s: records 812 Plant and machine operatives
s: communications 813 Assemblers and routine operatives
s: general 814 Construction operatives
pations 821 Transport drivers and operatives

822 Mobile machine drivers and operatives
912 Elementary construction
913 Elementary process plant
914 Elementary goods storage
921 Elementary administrative
922 Elementary personal services
923 Elementary cleaning
924 Elementary security
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Table A.2
Robustness checks.

Firm sizec Performance pay Choose hoursd

Large Small Eligible Ineligible Can Cannot

Log wage −0.0089 −0.0120 −0.0239 −0.0120 −0.0056 −0.0210
(0.0193) (0.0280) (0.0194) (0.0201) (0.0155) (0.0201)

Occ. wage ineq. a 0.3690 ** 0.5987 *** 0.5616 *** 0.4690 *** 0.6694 *** 0.4223 ***

(0.1534) (0.1545) (0.1700) (0.1180) (0.1802) (0.1155)
Firm wage ineq. b −0.1025 * −0.0468 0.0461 −0.0615 −0.0017 −0.0539

(0.0581) (0.0892) (0.0595) (0.0574) (0.0468) (0.0568)
Constant 3.7013 *** 3.6564 *** 3.6375 *** 3.6803 *** 3.5805 *** 3.7092 ***

(0.0700) (0.0641) (0.0626) (0.0560) (0.0546) (0.0552)
N 3885 3928 2909 8792 3329 8372
Adj. R2 0.162 0.176 0.172 0.166 0.172 0.169

Notes: based on author’s calculations using 2004 wage of the WERS. Sample is limited to individuals who worker between 20 and 90 h per week.
a Standard deviation of log wages within three-digit occupations with at least 25 observations. Observations are weighted by the number of individuals who earn the same

wage.
b Standard deviation of log wages within the firm. Weighted by number of individuals who earn the same wage.
c Large firms defined as top 33% of firms by number employees. Small firms are bottom 33% of firms by number of employees.
d Self-reported ability to choose daily start and/or stop times.
* p < 0.10.

** p < 0.05.
*** p < 0.01.
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Fig. A.3. Quantile regression: coefficient on firm wage inequality. Source: Author’s
calculations based on 2004 WERS. Dependent variable is log hours. Sample includes
individuals who work between 0 and 96 h per week. Coefficient calculated at quan-
tile 1–99 of log hours. Other controls are log wage and firm wage inequality.
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on Danish data. Journal of Labor Economics 17, 262–280.
nequality measured by standard deviation of wages within the firm.

o choose hours are more strongly correlated with worker and job
haracteristics than firm size, a result that is intuitively appealing.
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